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An African market in the South Bronx, a playground in Brooklyn and vanished landmarks of 
lesbian night life in the West Village are among the settings for “The Last Walks,” the final free 
summer festival organized by the arts group Elastic City. 
 
The festival, which will take place from July 7 to 27, will be the swan song for the group, which 
was founded in 2010 by Todd Shalom. Since then it has worked with dozens of artists to create 
more than 125 “participatory walks” and other events in New York, Detroit, Berlin, São Paulo, 
Reykjavik, Tokyo and other cities. 
 
While this festival takes place entirely in New York City, many walks look to the world beyond 
its borders. In “La Mano Immigrante (The Immigrant Hand),” created by created by Tania 
Bruguera and Mujeres en Movimiento, a group will “cross the border” into Corona, Queens, 
renaming subway stops, telling life stories and performing the unacknowledged but “essential 
jobs that keep this city afloat,” according to a description. 
 
In “Market Thrum,” created by the choreographer and performer Okwui Okpokwasili, 
participants will explore the Gold Coast Market in the South Bronx, using techniques of 
“dynamic movement.” (Each walk lasts about 90 minutes and is designed for about 12 people; 
information and reservations at elastic-city.com.) 
 
The final event will take place July 26 and 27 in the more bucolic setting of Prospect Park, 
Brooklyn, where Mr. Shalom and Niegel Smith, the group’s associate artistic director, will lead 
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“The Last Walk,” a sort of greatest-hits riff featuring cameos by artists who have presented 
previous walks. 
 
“Over the past seven years, we’ve potentially expanded the way thousands of people experience 
their ‘everyday,’” Mr. Shalom, who is working on a book about the group’s techniques, said by 
email. “I see it like a small record label or an indie press. It’s always been a project with a focus 
to produce rigorous work and get it out there directly to the public.” 
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Music and dance festivals are so last month. Next month New York will have what 
organizers are calling a “participatory walks” festival. Elastic City an organization that 
since 2010 has engaged artists in various disciplines to lead walks that are less about 
sightseeing than about finding fresh ways to think about a city’s history, architecture and 
traditions, is presenting its first Elastic City Walks Festival, from Sept. 26 to Oct. 7. 

The festival includes eight walks (most offered two or three times) in Brooklyn and 
Manhattan that aspire to be art works on their own often quirky terms. In “Signature 
Walk,” for example, Todd Shalom, the founder of Elastic Walks and a poet, will have 
participants create their own art pieces along the way (the destination has not been 
specified), using found objects for visual pieces, and creating song lyrics from texts seen 
in shop windows, among other endeavors (Sept. 29-Oct. 1). 

Anthony Goicolea, a photographer and painter, will lead a dusk and evening walk to take 
a group away from the city lights toward a woodland area in Brooklyn (it will be 
specified to those who sign up), where he will create a group photograph (Oct. 4). And 
Nisan Haymian, a visual artist and urbanist, will have participants visit Persian cultural 
landmarks in New York, and consider questions of immigration and identity, in “Twelve 
Grey Lemons” (Sept. 29 to Oct. 1). 

Another walk will feature the performance artist Karen Finley’s “Mandala: Reimagining 
Columbus Circle,” in which she will look at the circle as a place where transportation, 
recreation and information intersect, as well as at layers of the circle’s history, including 
the destruction and reuse of Native American pathways (Sept. 26 and 27). 

The festival also includes a day of panel discussions and talks at Pratt Institute in 
Brooklyn on Sept. 28. A full schedule in available at elastic-city.org/walks. 
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At Sundown, a Chance for a Long, Lingering Look at Coney Island 
By ADRIANE QUINLAN 
 

Beneath your feet, there is a second city. At dawn it grows, it is gone by noon, at dusk it is long and lengthens. 

 

“Rarely do we notice shadows,” said Chiara Bernasconi, an artist who was preparing to lead a group of 10 on a 

conceptual walk in Coney Island Wednesday night to promote what she called “Shadow Awareness.” 

 

Ms. Bernasconi’s first instruction was to make a group shadow: a bluish blob 

that sat atop Surf Avenue. When a pedestrian approached an edge and halted, 

she observed: “Some cultures don’t want to walk in shadows. We’re going to 

have to be like shadow activists.” 
	  
 

In a park, Ms. Bernasconi, 31, pointed at a weed. “This is one of my favorite 

shadows,” she said. “Plant.” 

 
At an iron fence, she directed a “shadow alignment,” positioning legs and heads to run parallel with slats. The net of a 
construction fence became a theater scrim. “You can really perform a shadow here,” she said. The group held their 
arms out, as if to hug their mirror doubles.	  	  
 

 

On Surf Avenue, Ms. Bernasconi held a contest for the longest shadow, 

judged with measuring tape. “I’m from Brooklyn,” said an onlooker. “But 

that’s a first for me.” 

 

Another artist, David Hart, sketched shadows as he walked. “The shapes 

are so unusual, so elongated,” he said. “Your eye tries to normalize it 

back.” 
	  

 

In the hubbub of the Luna Park rides, Ms. Bernasconi pointed out the spinning shadows of swings. At a wall, she 

played the role of stylist, cooing “perfect, perfect” as she adjusted chins for crisp shadow profiles. 

 

“What the person conceals, the shadow reveals,” she said, quoting Victor I. Stoichita’s book “A Short History of the 

Shadow.” 



 

 

 

 

 

To end, Ms. Bernasconi led a meditation. The group took off their shoes and followed the lines of volleyball poles 

across the beach, before losing their way amongst the sand’s pocked 

shadows. 

 

“At the end of the day you’re left with the ocean,” she said. “And it has 

no shadows. 

 

Chiara Bernasconi will guide her walk, “We and Our Shaaadows,”, 

organized by the arts group Elastic City, at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday 

July 9, and Sunday July 10. Tickets are $20. 
	  
	  
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/07/07/at-‐sundown-‐a-‐chance-‐for-‐a-‐long-‐lingering-‐look-‐at-‐coney-‐

island/	  
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Visitors at the deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum on a participatory walk titled “Duly
Noted.’’

Artists lead participatory walks at
deCordova

By Eryn Carlson  GLOBE CORRESPONDENT  MAY 13,  2015

WHO: Artist Todd Shalom and poet Kate Colby

WHAT: “Duly Noted,” a participatory walk incorporating techniques from poetry,

sound, and performance, at deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum in Lincoln.

WHEN: Shalom and Colby will lead the walk again on July 18 at 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.;

other artist-led walks take place throughout the summer. www.decordova.org.
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Museum tours can be overwhelming: a barrage of information interrupted only by
the unconscious shuffle between highlights A and B.

Shalom and Colby know that the very nature of tours makes it easy to overlook the
ways in which artworks and their settings inform one another. Commissioned to
design and lead a walk through the grounds of deCordova Sculpture Park and
Museum, the pair created the collaborative walk “Duly Noted,” a poetic exchange
between participants and the Lincoln museum’s site and surroundings.

“It’s all about reframing the site,” said Shalom, a Brooklyn, N.Y.-based artist who
founded Elastic City, which commissions artists to create participatory walks. “The
art is here to inspire; our work is really to activate it.”

These two nontraditional docents integrated techniques from poetry, sound, and
performance to encourage participants taking the inaugural walk on May 9 to think
differently about the deCordova and its surroundings.

Get The Weekender in your inbox:

Enter email address

Sign Up

“Reading the art is apt because it’s so framed by woods and walls and water, and all
this history,” said Colby, who grew up in Wayland and lives in Providence. “It’s
easy to contextualize it all, but as that falls away, we can reframe it.”

Over the course of the walk, participants evolved from visitors to artists and
performers. Individuals gave one-word soliloquies atop a stump, announcing their
visual discoveries, and, guided by a partner, wandered the grounds with eyes closed
to pay special attention to the surrounding cacophony. Comfort levels were tested
when, lined up facing each other in a large elliptical glass sculpture by Dan
Graham, participants were asked to read lines of Colby’s poetry while staring
intimately into the eyes of the person directly across from them.
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Shalom and Colby, who met while working on their master’s degrees in fine arts at
California College of the Arts, planned “Duly Noted” meticulously over the course
of a year, visiting the deCordova several times to perfect the route, pacing, and
segues. But a degree of uncertainty and room for spontaneity remained.

“We can plan everything on this walk, but we don’t know how people will react,”
said Shalom, whose work has been presented by the Museum of Modern Art and
the New Museum. “We just put it out there, and if they don’t go along with it, it just
falls on its face.”

At times that left the two in a vulnerable spot, waiting to see if the group would
respond to their prompts. Shalom, who has been leading participatory walks since
2010, is used to the awkwardness, but Colby felt less prepared.

“I think what makes Todd’s work work is that he’s OK with discomfort and with a
certain procedural fail,” she said, adding that a crucial element to ensuring that
things go smoothly is striking a careful balance between taking people outside of
their comfort zones and standing back to let things play out.

“We want to push people a bit, but not so much as to scare them away,” said
Shalom.

“Duly Noted” is one of many commissioned artist-led walks coinciding with the
deCordova’s exhibition “Walking Sculpture 1967-2015,” which features works by 19
artists who incorporate walking into their practices. Other walks, with themes
including tightrope walking, mushroom foraging, and Rolfing, will take place
throughout the summer.

“These walks are a really nice way of bringing in the different tenets of conscious
walking,” said Lexi Lee Sullivan, the curator who organized the exhibition.
“Walking is so universal and so unconscious, but it can be so meaningful as a
democratic, expressive form.”

ERYN CARLSON
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Prospero 
Tour de chance 

 
VISITING a city can feel like an adventure. 
Tourists often enjoy a heightened awareness 
of sights and smells, sounds and people. But 
for residents, much of this becomes routine—
dulled by time, muted by circumstance. We 
are often blind to what we see everyday. 
  
This, at least, is the guiding principle of 
Elastic City, a new company that offers a 
series of conceptual walks in Manhattan, 
Brooklyn and occasionally London. Founded by Todd Shalom, a Brooklyn-based poet 
and “sound artist”, these walks encourage participants to consider the city in a different 
way—by listening to the noises it makes, exploring the materials it’s made from and 
discovering its unexpected pockets of beauty. The aim is to feel like a traveller. Or, Mr 
Shalom explains, to “take poetry off the page”. 
  
What this means in practice has varied from walk to walk over the course of Elastic 
City’s inaugural season, which began in May and concludes on October 17th. For a walk 
called “Brighton Zaum”, Mr Shalom led a group on an acoustic tour of a remote, Russian 
neighbourhood. City residents are often besieged by noise, he explained, yet the 
sounds we make or perceive are often subject to choice. He asked participants to walk 
silently and listen intently, to notice the sounds of the city as its own poetry. The quiet 
was an unexpected reprieve, coaxing into high relief the sigh of buses, the ripple-rattle 
of plastic bags and the occasional squeal of a train. The smell of smoked fish wafted 
importantly (listening closely intensified other senses). The walk ended with writing a 
poem in the sand of Brighton Beach as the sun set. The doggerel itself was silly, but the 
earned intimacy of the group felt startlingly sincere. 
  
Mr Shalom has recruited experts and artists in other fields to create their own walks. For 
an excursion called “Homesickness”, for example, an Israel-born urban designer and 
“environmental psychologist” led a small group through Chinatown 
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and the Lower East Side of Manhattan. The idea was to consider notions of 
displacement in an area associated with generations of immigrants. The tour began in 
Columbus Park on a Sunday, when amateur Chinese opera singers perform in the open 
air. One participant from Malaysia shared that this is where he comes to treat his own 
pangs of homesickness. “These songs are all about suffering. Like my aunts boasting 
about their suffering over tea,” he observed. Others on the tour never knew the park 
existed. 
  
Mr Shalom describes these walks as “performative”, yet 
suggests they are a genre unto themselves. He has a point. 
These experiences are rare for being educational, 
interactive and personal. The artists often encourage 
moments of introspection and even vulnerability among 
participants, who may be asked to walk with eyes closed, 
make the sound of an inanimate object or trace the wall of 
a building with one’s hands. That such behaviour sounds 
regressive may be part of its appeal. With the right 
motivation, it can be satisfying to flout conventional codes 
of behaviour out in the open.  
  
Together with Juan Betancurth, a Colombian-born artist, 
Mr Shalom is putting the final touches on “Lucky Walk”, the last tour of the season, 
which will debut on October 9th as part of New York’s Art in Odd Places festival. The 
walk, which considers the power of rituals and superstitions, includes moments of 
walking backwards, making wishes and buying lottery tickets. Participants meet at the 
Manhattan intersection of 13th Street and 7th Avenue, naturally. 
 
The concept of luck—and specifically good luck—seems apt for Mr Shalom, whose 
Elastic City has enjoyed enough success for him to be making plans for the next 
season.  
  
For more information about Elastic City and tickets to the "Lucky Walk", visit the company's 
website 
 
 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/prospero/2010/10/elastic_city_walks 
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SUMMER IN NEW YORK CITY, no matter how heavy the weather, performs its 
possibilities to those who stick it out. The wealthy vanish, at least on the weekends, and 
the college students go home, or wherever. The tourists somehow stay in their designated 
areas, and for these few months, for those or other more charitable reasons, the city feels 
as though it’s got something of its character back. 
 
“Pardon my shtick,” Wayne Koestenbaum grinned to a dozen of us gathered one warm 
July evening in the East Village for “Marking Marks,” a walk the poet-painter-critic was 
leading in homage to Frank O’Hara’s 1953 poem “Second Avenue.” We were just a few 
steps west of 441 East Ninth Street, where O’Hara lived in a second-floor apartment from 
1959 to 1963, the years during which he was, according to some, in fullest possession of 
his poetic powers. “I revere Frank O’Hara,” Koestenbaum explained, “and this might be 
my favorite of his poems.” Koestenbaum himself is revered as a vigilante on behalf of the 
glittering intellect. IfJohn Ashbery once described “Second Avenue” as “such a difficult 
pleasure,” that evening, Koestenbaum praised it as “a poem big enough to contain 
[O’Hara’s] consciousness and the city’s consciousness as well.” 
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We were handed sketch pads, water-soluble markers, and pencils, and Koestenbaum 
explained that this evening’s walk would be punctuated by his prompts. “We will be on 
the lookout for events,” he said, “responding with linguistic marks or nonlinguistic 
marks”—meaning that our observations or ideas would be expressed within or without 
their sanctioned symbolic order. “Quantity, not quality,” Koestenbaum insisted. “We are 
working in the spirit of Frank O’Hara, who was always inspired.” Glancing at the graying 
sky, he added, “Let’s hope it doesn’t rain,” but thus far only the air conditioners seemed 
to be spitting on us. 
 
Our first prompt: “Who should be on this street with us right now?” Koestenbaum asked. 
All us participants staked out room of our own on the sidewalk, making marks toward the 
missing. Taylor Mead came to mind, though he had lived further downtown, on Ludlow 
Street, for over three decades. I drew a shaky lineup of stick-figure cats in honor of the 
dozens of ferals he’d famously cared for in his tiny apartment. Other names too: Tally 
Brown, Ron Vawter, Ruth Maleczech. 
 

	  
More prompts followed from Koestenbaum every few minutes: 

“Find an event on the ground to respond to.” 

“Bring to mind a shattered romance and make marks toward it.” 

“Write something impermissible. Erase it, then reconstruct something from its erasure.” 

“Are you guys in an art class?” two Hiltonesque blondes stopped to ask. I thought of how 
to explain, but decided I didn’t want to. “Yep,” I said. “Cool,” the taller one said. “I 
totally thought so.” And they walked away. “Population Generic,” I scribbled. 
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After working in our own sidewalk solitude, trying to mark the particular magic of the 
street and its grime, we all crossed Avenue A together into Tompkins Square Park, where 
Koestenbaum instructed us to walk as a group, looking for “omens that signify catalysts 
for our creative endeavors for the next year.” 

“An oversize shirt,” one of the participants pointed to a man walking by. “There’s a 
toothbrush on the ground,” offered another, scribbling in his sketchpad. “It looks pretty 
clean too.” Koestenbaum pointed his pencil at a limp plastic bag, weighed down with 
what looked to be lunchtime garbage, hanging from the park’s iron fence. “Can I turn this 
into an omen,” he asked us, “or is it too disgusting?” 

A rat running across our path. A good omen! A black sock in the dirt. Another one! 
Fireflies flickering in the descending dusk. The best omen! Someone said that a spray of 
purple blossoms was an omen because “it’s the time of night when purple disappears.” 

“The disappearance of purple is a good thing,” Koestenbaum confirmed and made marks 
in his notepad. 

Signs of our fortunes and futures were revealing themselves at a ravishing velocity, so 
much so that Koestenbaum announced, “I’m willing to go into the area of canned 
creativity.” Together, we walked toward a busking jazz quartet who’d been playing Dave 
Brubeck’s “Take 5” for well over fifteen minutes. Someone pointed to the female figure 
standing atop the Temperance Fountain, and we all looked up. Seconds later, we heard a 
loud clinking sound and looked down. A tap from a tap shoe lay on the ground. 

Evidence of rhythms gone rogue, I wrote. 
 
It was now time for an impromptu exhibition of our work. We tacked selections from our 
notepads onto the park fence, leaning in to admire each other’s marks. “Is there 
something about the arrangement of the work that’s an omen? Something about the v-
ness of it?” Koestenbaum asked, and one of the participants raised his hand and said that 
he didn’t understand exactly what Koestenbaum meant by omen. 
 
“An omen is a detail that we overinvest with meaning. We allow it predictive powers,” 
the writer explained, citing André Breton’s Nadja as an instance of an author “harvesting 
the city for signs on the trajectory of a visionary nature.” He paused for a moment, 
smiling. “People don’t talk credulously about omens anymore,” he said. Lesson: New 
Yorkers may rightly mourn the blanding of their city, but its possible witchcraft, its 
omens, have not vanished; it’s those who recognize and read them who are going, gone. 
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In his 2010 essay “Frank O’Hara’s Excitement,” Koestenbaum writes that “Second 
Avenue” expressed—nearly erupted—with “a longing for simultaneity,” a desire for the 
past and the present to hook up hotly in carnal, eternal immediacy: 
 
Candidly. The past, the sensations of the past. Now! 
 
O’Hara died on July 25, 1966, at the age of forty, having been hit by a dune buggy on 
Fire Island the day before. It is sad and strange to think that as of this July, one whose 
poems continue to pulse and enrapt with such tender force will have been gone from the 
world for nine years longer than he was in it. 

As the sky continued to darken, Koestenbaum waved for the group to gather in a circle 
below a park lamp. Handing each of us a section from “Second Avenue,” he asked that 
we choose a line or phrase or word to read aloud, round robin. We bowed our heads over 
our papers, angling them toward the glowing lamplight. In this, an unintended gratitude 
pose to O’Hara’s excitement, we performed a “Second Avenue” cut-up, pasting together 
a poem of our own. 

which has lines, cuts, drops, aspirates, trembles with horror 
your distinction is merely a quill at the bottom of the sea. 
and I am a nun trembling before the microphone 
kisses on the medulla oblongata of an inky clarity! 
You will say I am supernatural. 
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As we read, the rain began: a parting omen, perhaps to be read as tears if you felt 
maudlin, a shower if you felt unclean, relief if burdened by the closeness of the heat. Or 
perhaps, to pull one last line from O’Hara, to be read against the combusting nowness of 
such enchantment 

as a gasp of laughter at desire, and disorder, and dying. 
— Jennifer Krasinski 
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A Simple Plan: Jon Cotner's Spontaneous Society 
Rozalia Jovanovic 
 

 
“They say that carrying bags is good 
exercise,” said the poet Jon Cotner to a 
young woman on the subway, a large 
shopping bag slung over her shoulder. 
She looked back at him curiously, then 
smiled. “Oh yeah?” she said. Five 
others, including this reporter, had 
joined Cotner on his expedition, 
pretending not to watch but taking 
mental notes on his vocalization, 
demeanor, bodily gestures, delivery, 
and success at creating “good vibes.” 
 
This was no New Age happening. It was 
a Spontaneous Society walking tour—
the first of four that Cotner will lead 

within the aegis of Elastic City, an organization that sponsors unique walking tours. Today, Cotner had 
given us each two simple lines to repeat to strangers that were intended—through this spontaneous 
commenting—to generate “good vibes” with the people around us and also render us more aware of our 
environment. For the first twenty minutes of the tour, which started at the Hungarian Pastry Shop near 
Columbia University, we had watched Cotner say to one or another person, “That’s a good looking dog,” 
“That’s a good spot for a text,” “That looks pretty cozy” (said to a person pushing a carriage), and “I hear 
it’s going to rain cats and dogs.”  
 
As Cotner demonstrated how to convey those lines with the requisite eye contact and hand gestures, he 
got mostly smiles, and laughs, with a few smirks and/or neutral statements of agreement. 
“In this fleeting existence why would we want to use speech to spread humiliation or harm,” the poet 
said loudly as he led us through a stretch before the tour started. It was raining lightly. “The American 
poet James Schuyler once complained, ‘There’s far too much genius in this world and not enough 
amiability.’” 
 
While Cotner had prepared a “magnificent walk” along Riverside Drive for the first Spontaneous Society 
tour, a flash storm at 7pm caused the trip to be slightly more, well, spontaneous. We ended up at the 
indoor mall at the Time Warner Center, near Columbus Circle. Cotner told us that the lines he had given 
us had been “rigorously tested” and “99% effective in terms of replacing urban anonymity with 
something bordering on affection.” He had tested these lines himself thousands of times, over several 
years, in numerous cities. 
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At first his lines spoken from our mouths sounded clunky, like when I said loudly to a woman carrying an 
umbrella, “I hear it’s going to rain cats and dogs.” She ignored me. “I don’t really say ‘cats and dogs’ in 
that context,” I told Cotner when he asked if anyone wanted to swap lines. We mixed it up. Some of us 
got new lines. Tested them out. At the Time Warner Center, when I got a man to laugh when I caught 
him texting by a stack of books at Border’s, I was hooked. We honed our craft at the bookstore and hit 
the ground running at Whole Foods. In the Dry Goods Aisle, James Yeh of the Faster Times yelled out 
spontaneously to a store clerk who had jumped on a cart and sailed through the aisle, “That’s a great 
way to get across the store.” Later Yeh would generate good vibes around the soup station by telling a 
woman about free samples of the lobster bisque. 
 
The experiment bore a striking resemblance in spirit to the dialogue that Cotner carries on with Andy 
Fitch in Ten Walks / Two Talks. That book, as stated, contains two dialogues between Fitch and Cotner 
as they traverse Central Park from the Harlem Meer to Belvedere Castle, discussing everything from 
Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics to the smell of the hip cream used by Cotner’s then roommate, an 
octogenarian woman, letting their environment shape the movement of their discussion. “Their 
meandering is an aesthetic and intellectual stretch, since they walk and think artfully, poetry in motion,” 
stated Lynne Tillman about the book. “Maybe 21st Century dandies or rootless homeboys, they observe 
the unexpected in urban landscapes, notice people stunned or easy.” Similarly, this exercise seemed to 
ask us to observe people, to catch them at just the right moment when they might be receptive to a 
“gentle intervention.” Or as Eileen Myles stated, “When Jon and Andy walk around Manhattan talking 
about things I feel like they are a moving page from that very fine idea in which small talk is large and 
nothing is more interesting or more entrancing than allowing the city to model for you.” 
 
It was as though, through our small talk, we were operating under Oulipian constraints. With a simple 
goal, and by these simple verbal acts, we didn’t have to worry about rejection or to concern ourselves 
with anything but developing a heightened awareness of our surroundings, perceiving whether people 
would be receptive to our acts or were simply trying to get from point A to B at any given moment, 
adjusting our delivery, and gaining as a result the awareness that we could generate positive sentiments 
by something as small as a compliment, a shared thought about the weather, or simply the confident 
willingness to hold eye contact rather than let it go. Staying in a tightly formed group—Cotner took 
pains to keep us all together—gave us permission to say things and to reach out in a way we might not 
have if left to wander around on our own. 
 
Though the lines did for a good part of the tour tend toward the goal of abolishing the “distance 
between us and the world” and creating “a moment of understanding,” passersby were not always 
tickled. When Cotner said to a group of men smoking outside of a bar, “That looks like a good place for 
a smoke,” one man, not amused, shouted out. “What did you say?” He followed us around a corner and 
repeated more forcefully, “What did you just say to me?” to which we all quickened our pace, got stern-
faced, and dispersed our attentions to seem less group-like, less in collusion. “As the ancient Greek poet 
Sappho reminds us,” Cotner later said around a table when revisiting the pros and cons of the day, 
“when some fool explodes rage in your breast, / hold back that yapping tongue.” And with his 
characteristic Haiku-like non-sequiturs, Cotner further explained, “This project aims for ultimate 
communication. These lines are imperfect.” 
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As with magic, which is considered black when practiced on another party without his or her knowledge 
or approval—even if the intent is to heal—our practice mirrored a dark art, though the effect we were 
intending was simply the creation of good vibes. It can be argued that people have a right to refuse 
good vibes. As one commenter, RadioSilence, stated on the culture site, Boing Boing, about Cotner’s 
conceptual walk, “I really don't want, and am not inviting, people's opinion of my ice-cream/dogs/baby.” 
 
But the good vibes were received, as Cotner had suggested, with nearly perfect effectiveness, and, 
what’s more, returned with similar success. Members of the tour got smiles, friendly conversation, and 
even compliments from people they hadn’t approached. People in the group noted how they felt more 
“open” to other people after the experience, and how they were surprised by how often their statements 
were met with smiles or laughter. James Yeh said that as a result of the experience, he could see himself 
possibly making this a more regular practice. Jen, another member of our group (all of whom felt 
affected and bettered by the experience), said she had been most pleased when she got a smile that 
suggested she had managed to surprise someone with her statement. Like when she complimented a 
woman on the color of her shirt. “I can’t remember what color it was,” she said. “But I remember the 
smile. The smile was good." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bookforum.com/index.php?pn=pubdates&id=7899 
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June 14, 2011 
 
HELLO, STRANGER: ON THE TOWN WITH THE SPONTANEOUS SOCIETY 
 
Posted by Stacey Mickelbart 

 
Last Friday night, I joined the writer and man-about-town Jon Cotner for an installment of his “Spontaneous 
Society”—a conceptual walk organized under the auspices of Elastic City, an art project that encourages 
“ongoing poetic exchange with the places we live in and visit.” 
 
For this experience in what Cotner calls “affable cosmopolitan 
poetry,” five walkers join him for a stroll. Each is assigned two 
potential lines to deliver upon encountering a stranger in a certain 
scenario. One of mine was “That’s a good-looking dog,” a 
compliment I was to give anyone with one—just one—furry friend. 
(People with two or three have a “duo” or a “wolfpack.”) Other lines 
include “It’s a good day for a ride,” when a biker passed, or “I wish you safe travels,” to a passerby towing a 
suitcase. 
 
The idea was born of “Ten Walks/Two Talks,” a book that Cotner co-authored with Andy Fitch, featuring ten 
sixty-minute, sixty-sentence walks and two longer conversations between the two of them while they roved 
throughout the city. The point of the Spontaneous Society walks, Cotner explained, is to restore a basic social 
spontaneity that he thinks has been lost (especially since the advent of headphones and cellphones). The 
“gentle interventions” we’d be performing would connect us with our fellow New Yorkers, and help us to 
slow down: “If we engage daily life in the right way, it’s more than we could ever desire,” he said. “There is 
plenty to marvel at and engage with.” 
 
The walk I took part in began at the Lifethyme Natural Market, on Ninth Street and Sixth Avenue. Cotner 
encouraged us to do some freeform stretching before the walk, and as we did, a couple of commuters joined 
us. We set off toward Washington Square Park, and soon I was approaching people right and left. I found I  
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had it easy with the dog flattery. Everyone I met responded with at least a fleeting smile. My favorite response 
was from a man walking a pug. “That’s a good-looking dog,” I said, and his eyes lit up. “Thanks!” he said. “It 
has nothing to do with me, of course. His name is Squish.” 
 
Some of my fellow walkers faced challenges. One man felt like a stalker as he raced to catch up with a tiny 
girl zooming along. “That’s a cool scooter,” he said, and her dad beamed. One woman was constantly engaged 
in longer conversations, explaining that the line “That’s a nice sound” always inspired people with 
instruments to play a bit more or tell her her about the instrument. Teen-agers, in general, seemed weirded out 
or a bit too cool for a stranger who tried to chat. We regrouped to share our experiences, then journeyed down 
MacDougal, this time delivering spontaneous lines based on who and what we saw. 
 
The general response we received was positive. I suspect that this had much to do with our teacher: Cotner has 
mussed curly hair, a genial manner, and wears geriatric-looking black shoes. He has tested the lines thousands 
of times in many cities, and knows just the right volume, timing, and tone to use. “It’s not just what we say,” 
he explained, “but how we say it. That’s where the poetry comes in.” 
 
But there’s another ingredient to his success: he simply has no fear. He’s practicing, he told us, “joy 
intensification,” so he isn’t worried if people will be annoyed, or find him odd, or ignore him. If they do, it 
doesn’t really matter. 
 
If you’re up for some joy intensification, Cotner is hosting two more walks this week, and spaces remain in 
the East Village ramble. You can find more info here. 
 
 

http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/books/2011/06/hello-‐stranger.html	  
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http://nypost.com/2015/08/17/a-singalong-annie-tour-and-other-nyc-walks-off-the-
beaten-path/ 

 

 

The best way to know a city is by foot. Outfits like Big Onion have their place, especially 
for out-of-towners looking for the basics, but locals and more adventurous visitors may 
want something quirkier, more offbeat. We have just the walking tours for you. 

Elastic City puts artists in charge of its free, high-concept tours. The fifth season ends 
with a bang Tuesday (Aug. 18) with writer-performer Erin Markey’s “Daddy Warbucks, 
Please Adopt Me (a k a The ‘Annie’ Tour!).” Markey takes her group through the heart 
of hipster Williamsburg where, as she recently announced, “100 percent of the movie 
‘Annie’ was shot.” 

This is just the first of Markey’s many, many fibs, each more entertaining than the last 
(pointing to the evening sky: “This is the actual moon they used in the movie”). And yes, 
there are singalongs, but don’t worry: She hands out lyric sheets. elastic-city.org. 
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http://nypost.com/2015/08/17/a-singalong-annie-tour-and-other-nyc-walks-off-the-
beaten-path/ 

Where the Elastic City tours are fanciful, the ones run by the Municipal Art Society are 
grounded in history. On Aug. 22, you can explore “EL Doctorow in The Bronx,” which 
retraces the late writer’s childhood neighborhood of Mount Eden. Or head out to Staten 
Island on Aug. 23 for a “Snug Harbor History Tour,” hitting the grounds’ wealth of 
Greek Revival buildings. Most walks are $20, $15 for members; mas.org. 

Fans of the macabre, rejoice: Boroughs of 
the Dead dwells on the dark side — like 
combing the West Village haunts beloved 
of both Poe and Lovecraft (Aug. 20 and 
29). But you might opt for the new 
“Haunting Histories and Legends of 
Astoria” on Aug. 22. Turns out the nabe 
has a spooky past complete with haunted 
Victorian mansions and a potter’s field — 
who knew? Most walks are 
$20;boroughsofthedead.com. 

As its name indicates, the nonprofit 
Shorewalkers focuses on NYC’s waterfront. And there’s a 
lot of it — the group’s annual “Great Saunter,” in May, is 
32 miles long. The rest of the walks are much shorter, like 
the 8-mile “Crack Is Wack,” which explores the history of 
graffiti (Aug. 22), or the 12-mile, self-explanatory 
“Triboro to Queensboro” (Aug. 29). Walks are either free 
or require a membership, just $20 a 
year; shorewalkers.org. 

Visit Hasidim’s tours of Williamsburg’s Orthodox 
community aren’t cheap, but the $50 fee includes food 
tasting at two locations, as well as knowledge and access 
— founder Frieda Vizel grew up in the area and gives 
cultural and social insights into a neighborhood now more 
identified with trustafarians. visithasidim.com. 
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In a city that is all sensory overload — teeming sidewalks, roaring 

trains, tricked out cruisers blaring reggaeton — it becomes 

practically a matter of survival to be selective about what we 

choose to see and hear. We put on iPods. We bury our nose in a 

book. We simply block it out. 

But the artists of Elastic City — a Brooklyn-based outfit that leads 

experiential walks in search of art and imagery — wants you to do 

just the opposite. They want to get you to listen (closely) to the 

drone of air-conditioning units and the calls of street vendors. And 
to help debut their newest walk of Brighton Beach, they have 
extended a special invite to eight WNYC listeners. 

Elastic City is led by New York-born poet and performance artist 

Todd Shalom, who has organized a group of artists to lead 

sensory examinations of the city. Since May, they have  

organized group outings exploring vintage typography in Williamsburg, the monuments of 

downtown Manhattan and even the soundscape of gay New York (complete with a visit to an adult 

video store). One artist, in fact, is in the process of developing a walk inspired by the concept of  
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homesickness. These outings, says Shalom, are about recreating the wonder you feel anytime you 

are in a new place — where scents, sights, sounds and language are totally fresh. 

This month, Shalom and Elastic City are debuting a new walk devoted to the soundscape of 

Brighton Beach that is inspired by the work of futurist poet Aleksei Kruchenykh, a Ukrainian figure 

who was dedicated to exploring the sounds words made, rather than their meaning. We're jonesing 

to go, and thought it would be great to have eight WNYC listeners join us for this special listening 

experience. 

The tour will take place on Saturday, July 24th at 6pm in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn. Since 

this is a special outing, the folks at Elastic City have even waved the fee (usually $25). If you'd like 

to come along, leave a comment telling us why you'd like to participate. I'll be there, along with 

one of the station's ultra-fabulous videographers, who will be on hand to record the spectacle. In 

the meantime, you can find all manner of details related to the walk right here. 

See you on the 24th! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://culture.wnyc.org/blogs/gallerina/2010/jul/14/elastic-city-and-wnyc/ 
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hangs-up-its-laces/ 

 

 
In the city, or in any city, streets aren’t just streets, and building aren’t just buildings. 
There are histories stacked on top of each other, whether they be literal populations and 
businesses that come and go or more personal, emotional histories. A park or a street 
corner is going to mean something different to everyone. 

For the past few years, Elastic City has striven to crystalize this feeling into something 
more tangible with its series of free artist-led participatory walks in New York City and 
beyond. These walks take small groups (usually 12 or less) on fictional, historical, 
emotional journeys, such as a reenactment of coming-of-age moments that occurred at 
the height of the West Village’s dyke bar culture, a singalong Annie tour, or renaming 
and imagining a neighborhood where immigrants are celebrated. Artists like scenic 
designer Mimi Lien (a winner of the MacArthur “Genius Grant”), performance artist 
Karen Finley, activist and urbanist Nisan Haymian, among many others, have created and 
led walks for the series. 
 
Today, Elastic City will wrap up their walk series for good. I chatted with Elastic City 
founder Todd Shalom and his longtime collaborator (and Elastic City’s Associate Artistic 
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http://bedfordandbowery.com/2016/07/after-seven-years-a-magical-series-of-city-walks-
hangs-up-its-laces/ 

Director) Niegel Smith in the time they had in between conducting walks. Today, for the 
last several times, they’ll lead the walk they’ve created together that will serve as a finale 
for the series. It’s called, fittingly, The Last Walk, and takes place in Prospect Park, 
beginning at Grand Army Plaza. 

 

“This is the last walk,” Shalom says. “Literally. It’s instructions from artists from their 
past walks that we think fit together. I’m very careful not to say this is a greatest hits 
because I don’t want to put down any of the other artists. This walk deals issues of 
memorializing, with queering space, sensory exploration, shadow play.” 

“On this last walk, we have a bunch of different artists: a choreographer, a video artist, a 
comic/performance artist, an urban planner, a sound artist,” adds Smith. “We have all 
these different perspectives. We’ve taken the prompts from these artists and put them 
together, so we’re re-performing the prompts for the public. And there are surprises.” 
Elastic City’s website notes that “your clothes might get a little dirty on The Last Walk.” 

Both agree that creating and participating in walks throughout the five boroughs has 
tangibly affected how they see and experience public space, as well as the ways they 
approach creating participatory performance and artwork. 
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“It’s rare that I walk the city now without the memories of walking with other people,” 
says Smith. ”The city is so layered for me,” Shalom adds. “I grew up outside of the city, 
coming into the city a lot, moved here after college to Manhattan, then to Brooklyn. 
Going into Manhattan is so layered: that diner over there is where I came out to my 
father, that building over there is where I was working during 9/11. The walks are just 
another layer. Like, oh, over there I know that manhole sounds like that when you go 
over it. It’s a really strange and particular and individual knowledge I have from these 
walks.” 
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They specifically recall one of their past walk collaborations in 2013, co-presented by the 
organization Visual AIDS. It was called Spread, and explored just that, whether it 
be spreading jam, spreading rumors, or spreading a physical group of people throughout a 
space. Participants moved “like a virus,” attempted to spread feelings and gestures to 
strangers, and stripped down to their underwear in a privately-owned public plaza. A 
security officer tried to tell them they were not allowed to remove any clothing, but they 
stood their ground, and the officer ended up apologizing to them for being wrong. “I 
think we created a very aggressive moment of de-clothing, but not becoming naked, in a 
publicly-owned private space. It’s questioning what can we share with others,” says 
Smith. 
 
Shalom feels that ending the festival is in part because they’ve completed their mission of 
bringing these experiential participatory walks to people’s consciousness as something 
they can partake in and even create. “We really wanted a celebratory ending that was 
personal and was looking back but really focused on the moving forward, the moving 
forward together, creating new experiences,” he says. “The question of Elastic City isn’t 
one that ends with the project, the project has been an introduction about how to be more 
intentional about the creativity we have in our space.” 

Though Elastic City is formally ending as a festival, they’re working on a book that will 
serve as a manual for those who would like to create their own walks, which Shalom 
hopes will be completed next year. 

“Every situation in your control has the potential to be a creative one,” says Smith. “I’m 
sorry to get emotional, but I have to contain it, because I have like, five more walks.” 

Elastic City’s The Last Walk, created by Todd Shalom and Niegel Smith in collaboration 
with luciana achugar, Chiara Bernasconi, Michelle Boulé, Neil Freeman, Neil Goldberg, 
Wayne Koestenbaum, Erin Markey, and Pamela Z, continues at 4pm and 7pm today. 
More info on Elastic City and past walks here. 
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It was a warm, sunny Saturday afternoon last month, and I was standing with fifteen

strangers on a pathway in Prospect Park, getting ready to smell them.

It was a moderately diverse group—mostly white, but not entirely, mostly in their 20s and

30s, but not entirely—and, amassed in a small clump, listening to our leader for the

afternoon, dance artist Miguel Gutierrez (pictured below), instruct on exploring one's

sense of smell. We were on a walk with Gutierrez, doing exercises called “sense work” to

better understand our bodies and our interaction with the world. So far we'd covered

hearing and sight; smell was up.

“I want you to walk around and smell each other,” Gutierrez said. “This is something we

don’t usually do with strangers.”

“You have to get real close to smell someone,” he added.

And so I found myself approaching people whom

I knew only to the extent of their first names,

and smelling them. Nose in frizzy hair, nose

hovering over exposed neck, nose near sweaty

armpit: one by one, we stopped and sniffed each

1 Ẅ.F.P. ǻčțįvįșțș ŀǿǿķ țǿ Đįǻňě
Řǻvįțčħ
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ǻģřǿųňđ įň Jǻmǻįčǻ Bǻỳ

3 Țħě ěňđ ǿf ǻ ħįțțįňģ čǿǻčħ, ǻňđ ǻ
Ģ.M.'ș bǻșěbǻŀŀ ǻųțǿňǿmỳ

4 Pǻřķș čǿmmįșșįǿňěř ěmbřǻčěș
‘pǻřķ ěqųįțỳ,’ vǻģųěŀỳ

5 ȘŲŇỲ ěňđș ĿİČĦ țǻŀķș ẅįțħ
Pěěbŀěș
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Elastic City walkers observe the subways  (Caitlin Ruttle)
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other. Like dogs meeting on the street, we began

hesitantly, but the weirdness wore off quickly—

after all, we'd been doing unusual things for 45

minutes already, including taking turns walking

with our eyes closed as open-eyed partners lead

us through the park and spending a few minutes

trying to go “micro with sound” by honing in on

a particular sound or way of listening.

I was smelling people like crazy but not getting

very far with my efforts; I decided I must have a

disappointingly weak nose. At one point, a man

came over and sniffed me, then tried to pinpoint

the pleasant scent emanating from somewhere

on my body. After a few wrong guesses, I solved

the mystery for him.

“It’s my shampoo," I said. "I took a shower this morning.” In my head, I added, “Good

thing.”

THAT SATURDAY, OUR GROUP SPENT an hour and a half smelling, touching, covering

and closing our eyes, tasting, and walking with a heightened awareness of all our senses.

The event was a “sensewalk” called “Everything Is New” that Gutierrez created for Elastic

City (the first of four sensewalks he led this summer). Elastic City was founded by artist

Todd Shalom in 2010 to commission artists from various mediums to make and lead

urban walks—not walking tours, but walks.

“Tours are about things,” Shalom explained when we spoke at Sweet Revenge in the West

Village last month. “Tours are generally fact-based information about something, whereas

the walks are the thing.”

But just as they are not information-centric tours, Elastic City's walks are also not aimless

wandering; they are highly structured endeavors. An Elastic City walk is, really, an

experience, or a set of experiences. A participant may, as I did, find herself smelling her

companions or trying to see with her eyes closed. She may find herself, as I did on another

occasion, underground considering the "ecosystem" that is the NYC subways with artist

Neil Goldberg: watching people’s hair flail in the wind of arriving trains and spying on

passengers as they run for and miss their trains.

The walks can be bigger, too: Last year, theater and performance artist Niegel Smith—who

is on the Elastic City board—led a walk called “Total Detroit,” which, at a cost of $200

each, brought participants to Detroit (Smith’s hometown) for three days on a ritualistic,

healing journey.

“It’s so easy to get pulled into destination,” said Smith when we spoke at Troost in

Greenpoint several weeks ago, “so to have a form that is actually about how we get from

point A to point B…. Walks have a beginning and an end, but it’s only about what happens

in between.”

Both Shalom and Smith, who are frequent collaborators, see the walk as an art form, an

artistic medium in and of itself. This notion, Shalom said, has “been around in different

ways. The Situationists, their idea was the dérive —this idea of getting lost in the city then

http://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=L&ai=C469kN0KHU_yKIZSNlAez0oHgC4XKiaEFAAAQASD16a0fUIi_8PL9_____wFgyYb_h_Cj7BLIAQLgAgCoAwHIA50EqgTJAU_QVsJ2pReqwmoNGopZJYqKdTvPdr7G6F32G4x0mQRdogCKgD4W_RWBPF7wYNoJ98PiSo4sWQp0lpMnYgESnQxWaj9eN0Z89jbnmyOT59-fVhxTjcQXi0LaxfcA-atf0hhg1lyu_nC0x7KLB9twCov9GwALtDXafsefjhAypCjgCH7nWEdu0ZqkA3LnQsURoiqXtnK4DX7nqlZiRfiW0N7TPspei3WWPcDzt_T8ExPXlEY8dZjZ-TaExC0nljw9qSJMM-0ZPOCYWeAEAaAGFA&num=0&sig=AOD64_3YtvEYwSS4UPtJpCmM0TWFDXfMlQ&client=ca-pub-9317902661218693&adurl=http://www.21stcenturyconsumers.com/ny/
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finding yourself anew.” He also mentioned a handful of arts festivals that, in recent years,

have devoted themselves to the theme of walking or hosted artists who’ve done walks as

performances.

To that list, one might add the walk that performance artist Marina Abramović did with

her longtime partner, Ulay, in 1988, to end their relationship. Each started at a different

end of the Great Wall of China, and when they met in the middle, they said goodbye. And

while it’s unclear if he considers himself an artist, former civil engineer Matt Green is

currently walking every street in New York City, after having walked across the entire

United States.

But if walking as a kind of performance art—which, in keeping with the tenets of that

medium, is often durational and focused on the performer—is not an entirely new

concept, Shalom sees Elastic City and the work it does as utterly unique.

“As far as I know, nothing like Elastic City has happened before,” he said. “In other

words, there have been people who have given walks as part of their artwork, or given

themed walks, but there’s never been an organization that has taken artists from one

genre specifically to bring them to this other one.”

NEIL GOLDBERG IS A

PHOTOGRAPHER AND VIDEO

ARTIST whose muse is the subway.

His current exhibition at the

Museum of the City of New York

(Through July 4) features pictures

of trapezoidal patches of sky shot at

subway entrances and videos of

people’s faces as they emerge from

underground and tentatively look

around, pausing to get their bearings.

“Moments that are overlooked, moments that we’ve decided don’t matter—I feel like our

lives are constituted of those moments,” Goldberg (pictured in green jacket at right) told

us at the beginning of his walk. And so we descended—12 of us, another somewhat mixed

bunch, including a couple from Adelaide, Australia, and a retired Federal Aviation

Administration worker from Howard Beach, Queens—to the subway to try and witness

some of those moments.

One of our first stops was the West 4th Street station, where we congregated in the no-

man’s-land platform that sits between the two levels of trains, the B/D/F/M line rumbling

below our feet, the A/C/E above our heads.

“This is the quintessential space that isn’t supposed to matter,” Goldberg said. As such,

he wanted us to stop there and watch people as they moved across it. He wanted us to see

what happens “when you spend time in a space that you’re supposed to purely pass

through.”

Each of us staked out a pole. Commuters appeared, hustling up a flight of stairs or

crossing from one side of the space to the other, or pausing, confused for a minute, as

they tried to determine which way to go. There was a firm distance between us and them,

and the effect was wonderfully poetic, like watching actors or dancers play out a

http://imjustwalkin.com/
http://www.mcny.org/exhibitions/current/Stories-the-City-Tells-Itself.html
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choreographed scene. One member of our group compared the poles scattered

throughout the space to the wings of a stage.

While watching I was struck by how self-involved we become during this underground rite

of travel, how unaware we often are of our surroundings and the people with whom we

share them. We assume that no one is watching us, because we’re not watching them. I

wondered where these people were going: who they were planning to meet, who they

were hoping to meet, if it was the end of their day or just the beginning.

“If a person can walk away with one

new perspective on how to

experience the everyday,” Shalom

had said in our interview a few days

earlier, “then I think it’s been

successful.”

HOW DO YOU CRAFT AN

IMMERSIVE perambulatory

experience for a group of people?

How do you help them, in Smith’s

words, “reclaim the freedom of experience”?

Shalom characterized his approach to Elastic City as very “hands on.” After

commissioning the artists, he helps them develop their concept by discussing ideas with

them and working on descriptions. Next come the logistics and practicalities, for which

Shalom rehearses the walks with all the artists and goes on everyone’s first walk. He tries

to consider even the smallest details, like which side of the street a group should be on.

“I’m coming to it from three positions,” he said. “As a fellow artist, so I’m interested in

that the concept is strong; a participant’s perspective, like, ‘What am I going to expect to

find on the walk?’; and then also as an administrator: Are we doing stuff that’s safe? As

opposed to wearing blindfolds, we should just instruct people to close their eyes.”

Pace, according to Smith, is as another key element of walk-making.

“Tempo is something we think a lot about. It’s like a score, cause you’re scoring people’s

experience. How much time do you spend in one place, given another?”

And both artists mentioned the importance of a walk’s arc, which Smith described as “a

shift, some kind of reversal or reflection.” This is the “aha” moment, the turning point

when participants cross over from ordinary people to hyper-observers or -experiencers of

life (whether they realize it at the time or not).

“One of the cruxes of making a good walk is having that moment where you’ve turned the

world on its head or you’ve opened up a different point of view, so that by the end you’re

then seeing or experiencing in a different way,” Smith said.

Part of this experience, and part of what makes Elastic City singular, is the accessibility of

the artists; because they are leading the walk themselves, participants have an extended

opportunity to interact with them. Usually when we experience someone’s art, we take it

in passively, standing in a gallery or sitting in a theater. Even with performance art, which

often involves the audience in some way, the relationship is fairly one-sided and weighted

towards the artist. Traditional modes of art-making call for the creator to simply make a
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work and release it into the world, after which it’s out of their hands. Viewers then quietly

accept or reject it.

When an artist makes and leads a walk, however, he has more flexibility, a chance to

shape the piece on the spot. At the same time, viewers become participants, more open to

a new vision of the world because they can see and interact with the artist leading them.

Trust is established.

“The walks are like a series of instructions," said Shalom. "But they’re amenable, they’re

personally engaged, and they’re adaptable. It’s not like, ‘You read this and do it.’ It’s more

like, ‘I’m going to offer this to you, and if you have questions, we can always amend it, or

we’ll see.’ It’s a dialogue.”

In fact, that dialogue may end up being more important than the walking itself. This year,

in its third season, Elastic City has started a new program of what Shalom calls "ways";

these are essentially walks—interactive experiences and workshops led by artists—

without the walking.

“There were artists that were coming up with walk ideas that were getting a bit more

factual,” he said. “Or their craft didn’t necessarily lend itself to walking around, but it’s

still really valuable and can help us understand our relationship to the city, our

relationship to each other.”

This summer six artists, including Shalom, are offering ways, and another 20 or so are

giving walks. One walk or way costs $20, a price that is reasonable for participants but

still not quite sustaining for Elastic City. Even if the season sells out, the money raised

from walks and ways won’t come close to covering the organization’s operating expenses,

Shalom said. Elastic City is in an awkward but familiar transitional phase—expanding,

gaining momentum, and in the process of becoming a certified 501(c)(3) nonprofit, but

still not bringing in enough money to hire full-time staff or rent office space (his

apartment serves as headquarters for now).

“We’re not in the best economic times to keep expanding, or to be raising prices, or to be

asking people for money,” he said. “It’s not easy. I don’t know where this thing can

succeed right now in the world. But New York’s a good bet.”

IT WAS NEARING THE END OF OUR SENSEWALK, and we’d just spent a few short

minutes lying in the hot grass in the meadow at Prospect Park. As we slowly lifted

ourselves up, taking note of where and how our bodies were in contact with the ground,

Gutierrez explained his plan for the final 15 minutes of our walk. We would spread out

and walk across the meadow, individually, each person at his or her own pace. As we

went, he explained, we would practice some of the exercises we’d learned and play with

the interaction of our senses.

“Notice that the fader-board of the senses can shift,” Gutierrez said.

We spread out and began to walk, all of us taking our time, trying to retain the heightened

awareness we’d been building. Like many others, I walked barefoot, trying to really feel

the grass underneath my feet. I stopped a few times to lie down or smell the ground; I

walked backwards for a while and then briefly with my eyes closed; I jumped and ran and

then plodded along slowly. I heard an airplane overhead and strained to catch the sound

of the wind in the trees.
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İňțřǿđųčįňģ țħě 'șŀǿẅ ǻřț'
mǿvěměňț; įț'ș ŀįķě țħě
'șŀǿẅ fǿǿđ' mǿvěměňț,
ẅįțħ ǻřț (ǻňđ fǿǿđ)

At one point, I was listening so well to the world around me that I heard a young man on

the periphery of the meadow telling his friend to check out the “zombie horde of people.”

He was sticking out his arms for comedic effect. I smiled because I knew he'd gotten it

backwards. We weren't zombies anymore.

A full list of Elastic City's summer walks is available here. The next walk, Andrew Mount's

'Character,' takes place tonight and on June 27. All images by Caitlin Ruttle except top and

bottom images, both by Jillian Steinhauer.
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Walking the Elastic City 
by Patricia Milder 
 
Becoming suddenly conscious of time and place can 
inspire melancholy. The experience can also be 
pleasing, or beautiful; Todd Shalom calls this 
“heightened awareness.” He says he felt it most 
profoundly when he was traveling, living for long 
stretches in Israel and Argentina. The first glimmer of an 
idea for Elastic City, his Brooklyn-based art-walk 
company, came when he was semi-delusional, high on 
altitude sickness in the mountains of Peru. Now he’s 
curating the walks in Brooklyn and Manhattan, and while 
they might not change your life, it’s refreshing to find a 
deliberately constructed experience—a performance—
that exists just for itself, or just for you. No one here is 
begging for an institutional stamp of approval, and yet the walks don’t exist in a vacuum, either. 
 
When I asked if there was some conversation to be had between what he did on the street and what was 
going on in museums, galleries, and performance venues, Shalom mentioned Marina Abramović at MoMA. 
I realized, when he started talking, that I couldn’t stand to hear any more about Abramović from anyone (at 
least for a while). I regretted asking the question. I wondered if he had a boyfriend. Then I felt guilty for 
wondering that. I tried to focus on the Abramović connection, but then he started talking about Twitter. I 
was distracted. I apologized, saying, “I keep losing my train of thought. I keep listening to everything on the 
street. That’s what’s happening to me. Because of the walk, it’s true.” 
 
I meant his “Carroll Street Soundwalk,” which he had just taken me on. It was post-walk; the two of us sat 
on stools in front of a café on Fourth Avenue. We were drinking tea and watching cars and people pass by. 
A friend on her way to a talk on experimental Jewish poetics rode up to us on a bike. When she told us 
about the talk, I found out that Shalom had studied poetry, too: “I felt like poetry needed to live off the page 
for me in performance in some sort of way,” he said. “The words themselves weren’t expressing all I had to 
express.” My phone rang and I answered it. Kids played around on their skateboards for a while at the 
curb. 
 
Only a couple of hours before, I met Shalom and a few other people in Carroll Park, where he told us that 
the only rules on the walk were that we had to silence our cell phones and refrain from talking. We followed 
him past the basketball courts and then down Carroll Street as he pointed out sounds; the idea, it seemed, 
was just to notice them. At one point he mentioned that when John Cage and Merce Cunningham lived in 
an apartment together in SoHo, Cage threw out his records and said that when he wanted to hear music, 
he just opened his window. When I listened, the neighborhood sounds quickly transformed. It wasn’t much 
of a stretch to hear them as music. 
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About halfway through the walk I began to feel as if I couldn’t see so well anymore. Or maybe I didn’t want 
to see. Seeing was distracting attention away from the “soundscape,” a term coined by the acoustic 
ecologists that means pretty much what it implies: the landscape of sound. Shalom told us to pair off; a 
stranger watched me walk down the street with my eyes closed, taking responsibility for keeping me safe. 
He didn’t touch me as I walked, but every now and again I would hear him say, “here’s a curb,” in some 
thick, European accent. He had a nice voice. I tried not to wonder anything about him, accepting, instead, 
my own heightened state of vulnerability—watched but unable to see. I directed my mind even deeper into 
listening: for cars, for the breeze in the trees, and for my caretaker’s sometimes quiet warnings about walls 
to my left and broken glass in my path. 
 
Those two hours later, then, as I was sitting and chatting with Shalom on stools on Fourth Avenue., my 
ears were still open—more open than I can remember them ever being—and the sounds of the city were 
distracting me. This, he said, is one of his greatest joys to hear. “I remember giving a sound walk in Tel 
Aviv,” he told me, “and I got a phone call the next day saying, ‘I’m walking down the street and I’m hearing 
things that I don’t normally pay attention to.’ And that was the best compliment that one could give me.” In 
this way, the walks can be interpreted as educational, though not overtly so. 
 
The essential politic inherent in each walk is subtly recognizable but so experientially based that there is 
room for every participant to have his or her own private reaction. Niegel Smith, the other half (with 
Shalom) of the performance group PERMISO, and the creator and leader of popular Elastic City walks 
“Follow the Leader” and “Monumental Walk,” says that this is actually one of the most important 
components of his walks. “My walks are political statements in as much as I’m saying we need access to 
these spaces, but I want to give space for each person to create their own dialogue around that.” 
 
My own dialogue about public spaces during “Follow the Leader,” Smith’s walk in lower Manhattan, went 
kind of like this: It’s amazing how deeply ingrained my obedience to the symbolic authoritative gesture has 
become. I’d rather refrain from questioning than deal, on any level, with an armed guard. Further, the 
parallels with this in my personal life are alarming—I’d rather talk aesthetics. When we spoke after the 
walk, I tried to understand, again, where this sort of site-specific experience fit into the performance 
landscape. We were on the grass in City Hall Park, doing that leisurely kind of park-sitting that’s almost like 
laying down, but isn’t quite: 
“Carroll Street Soundwalk” with Todd Shalom. Photo by Russell Austin. 
 
    Rail: I noticed, in both walks, these really interesting 
moments of aesthetic awareness. So let’s speak of this 
as performance, like what makes “Follow the Leader” a 
performance and not just a lesson about government 
and public spaces? Watching, for example, each 
participant walk so closely behind the passerby he chose 
to follow—I felt so aware witnessing that. It’s very 
beautiful to see everyone else’s little pair and to be in 
step with them as well. 
 
   Todd Shalom: That’s actually referencing Vito 
Acconci’s “Following Piece.” 
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 Niegel Smith: But even more rudimentary than that, it goes all the way back to the principles of aesthetic 
design. The one I hold on to the most is repetition, which is how we get to ritual. Literally seeing an object 
repeated draws our attention to that object: seeing the lines, the form, the color, the shape, the momentum. 
 
     
    Shalom: I’m thinking of the concept itself of following someone in public, whereas you’re looking to all of 
these different components, and both ideas are present. 
 
    Rail: So there are intentionally layered art historical and design references happening the whole time. 
 
    Smith: Yes. But it’s also curious to me, because I started in the theater and later found out that a lot of 
my theater stuff had actually come from the visual arts world. I started to see that the theater is far behind 
visual art, and all these principles that we’ve been working out of came from performance art. 
 
Smith then told me a bit about his theater background, which made me realize just how precisely directed 
the experience he had just led us through really was. “11 Tony Nominations!” he exclaimed and raised his 
hands up over his head—he’s the assistant director of FELA! on Broadway. He also recently directed 
Neighbors at the Public, and says that the most exciting thing about theater is that the audience is actually 
present. It’s easy to forget, in the rarified live-art world, how infrequently “liveness” actually occurs in most 
popular entertainment forms (theater being the exception, as Smith points out). On these walks, the 
audience is present, and they’re also participants. 
 
The concept reminds me a little of Sharon Hayes’s street performances—the “Love Addresses”—though 
Shalom and Smith don’t admit to being on as direct a mission as she is to confront “the public.” Hayes sees 
two specific audiences: her performance, she knows, will be different for each group. There are those who 
come specifically to see her (and the reactions of those just passing by), and passersby who don’t know 
who she is or why she’s speaking into a microphone about her lover and current events (or why a small 
group is attentively listening to her speak). Passersby during Elastic City walks like “Follow the Leader,” 
who inevitably notice the participants at some point, are acknowledged by the artists, but never directly 
confronted. The work is not meant to offend them—this is to the artists’ credit. In a performance world 
where offensive behavior often seems rote, it’s refreshing to see people filling spaces with productive and 
energizing ideas. 
 
Shalom and Smith started working together in 2006 as PERMISO (the name comes from the Spanish term 
for “permit me,” essentially used to barge one’s way into a situation), creating a shared vocabulary that 
combined free form performance art ideas with theatrical structure. They have a manifesto, cheekily titled 
“Our Core Values,” which includes a commitment to never create work inside or in private spaces. Elastic 
City is Shalom’s baby, though, and in addition to including as many of Smith’s walks in the program as 
Smith is willing to give, he’s curated walks in this first season led by artists he has, on some occasions, 
sought out and coached in the form. Neil Freeman, an artist whose work focuses on cities, lists, and maps, 
gives a micro-level view of the streets in Bushwick combined with a bird’s-eye view. Daniel Neumann, a 
German-born sound artist, gives a soundwalk in DUMBO, under the bridges. 
 
As with everything about this small company—only a business because it “needed to be”—choosing artists 
and concepts for walks is more personal than strategic. “What do I want to explore?” and, “how can I find  
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the experts?” are the guiding questions. A more body-focused walk led by a downtown choreographer or 
dancer is still on Shalom’s wish list, as well as a strictly text-based walk led by a poet. There might be a 
scent-walk in the works, led by a rosarian, and if it’s starting to sound shticky—exploring the senses!—don’t 
worry, he’s conscious enough of the danger. 
 
I’m the first to run from gimmicks and insincerity, but there’s something about the way Shalom talks about 
his walks, which are sometimes one-man experiences, that makes me trust that he’s genuinely excited 
about his and others’ personal, performative interactions with the less dramatic bits of living. (This is, after 
all, a guy who wanted to create a gay zine entitled “Snuggle.”) Why else would someone do a solo walk 
through the suburbs on a rainy day, snapping photos and re-imagining childhood memories? Or advertise a 
free walk over the Brooklyn Bridge—one time only, for one person only—to mark his first time crossing that  
particular monument? “In doing this thing that I really want to do, am I their escort or are they mine?” 
Shalom wonders. 
 
Smith also develops walks around his own interests and experiences. Upcoming for him is a walk through 
Harlem, designed to unearth tensions between black culture and counterculture, titled “This Ain’t Yo’ 
Mama’s Walk.” Both performers expressed a need to inhabit their own discomfort in the walks, which is 
why the performances have short runs and new ideas are continuously in development: 
 
    Shalom: If I don’t feel nervous before a performance, then I’m over it. 
 
    Rail: Then you’re just going through the motions…Though it seems these walks give you a lot of 
opportunity to feel nervous. 
 
    Smith: I can’t wait to do “Monumental Walk” in a cemetery, which actually came up because I had a 
make-out session in a cemetery once and it was one of the most intense, wonderful making out sessions 
I’ve ever had. 
 
    Rail: Because it’s a little scary? 
 
    Smith: It’s a little scary, but it’s also this pristine, Victorian landscape. 
 
    Shalom: I’ve never made out in a cemetery actually, have you? 
 
    Rail: Um…no. 
 
    Smith: It’s really hot. Maybe it will be a couple’s walk. Maybe you’ll have to bring someone to make out 
with. 
 
And there you have it: what I’d want to understand as a queer, participatory (not to mention economically 
morbid, as in “you can’t take it with you”) response to Tino Sehgal’s politically backward “The Kiss” (2002), 
is first about nervousness, personal experience, and specifically, how fun it is to make out. For the record, 
however, Shalom shot the couple’s walk part of that idea down. His exact words were, “No, no, no,”—but 
still, you never know. 
 
http://www.brooklynrail.org/2010/07/artseen/walking-the-elastic-city 
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